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CACERES, Spain: It’s dark and surprisingly warm
in a cave in western Spain that hides our most
intimate connection to the prehistoric past-hand
silhouettes painted tens of thousands of years
ago.  Archaeologist Hipolito Collado and his
team had not entered the Maltravieso Cave in
the city of Caceres for close to a year to avoid
damaging the 57 faded hands that adorn the
walls, precious remnants of a far-flung piece of
history we know little about. 

Why did our ancestors or distant relatives
paint hands in caves? Was it merely to make
their mark, or part of a ritual to commune with
spirits? Do they tell us anything about the role of
women during the Paleolithic era that ended
some 10,000 years ago? And why are some fin-
gers missing?

‘Inaccessible art accessible’ 
In a bid to unlock some of these mysteries,

Collado, head of archaeology for the govern-
ment of the Extremadura region where Caceres
is located, has set out to catalogue all of Europe’s
prehistoric painted hands. Crouching under low
hanging rocks or abseiling down crags, he and
other archaeologists have been going from cave
to cave, taking scans and high-resolution photos
of all the hands they encounter. 

They then post them in detailed, 3D format in
a free-to-use online database, as part of an EU-
funded project called Handpas. The idea is for
researchers anywhere in the world to be able to
examine them all in one place without having to
visit every cave or gain access to those closed for
conservation, in the hope of producing a break-
through. “It’s about making inaccessible art
accessible,” says Collado, as he checks sensors for
any change in CO2 levels, temperature or humid-

ity since he last visited the meandering, cramped
cave. Surrounded by high rises in what was a
poor neighborhood of Caceres, the cave was dis-
covered in 1951 in a quarry but left neglected for
decades, squatted by thrill-seekers, junkies and
others until authorities put up a wrought-iron
gate barring the entrance in the mid-1980s.

I woz ere?
According to Collado, a Spaniard who is also

head of the International Federation of Rock Art
Organizations, painted hands have been found
in 36 caves in Europe-all in France, Spain and
Italy. Some also contain animal drawings and
fossils but his project focuses only on hands.
Further afield, hands have also been discovered
in South America, Australia and Indonesia,
where recent research revealed that a hand sil-
houette in a cave on Sulawesi island was 40,000
years old-the world’s oldest. That was around the
time when Homo sapiens-the first modern
humans-arrived in Europe after having emerged
in Africa and lived in parts of Asia.

Theories abound about what the hands
mean, but with no written records, much of it is
conjecture. Researchers have tried to determine
whether they were male or female, and why in
some cases fingers are missing. Was this a ritual?
Did they lose them in freezing cold weather? Or-
as is more commonly believed-did they simply
fold some fingers over when painting in some
sort of sign language? What if scientists were
able to determine for certain that all hands in
one area were done by women?

“It could mean a matriarchal society,” says
Collado’s colleague Jose Ramon Bello Rodrigo.
And did Homo sapiens-or possibly Neanderthals
before them-merely wander into a cave and

casually leave their hand imprint as a form of
ancient “I woz ere”? Paul Pettitt, professor of
Paleolithic Archaeology at Britain’s Durham
University, doesn’t think so. 

His research focuses on where people placed
their hands and he found that in some cases, fin-
gers appeared to be deliberately placed over a
bump in the wall like they were “gripping” it.
Many hands are also in the deeper recesses of
the caves. “It must have been very frightening, it
must have been quite a degree of exertion, a lot
of climbing in the darkness,” says Pettitt. “You
don’t do that for fun.”

Awaiting French go-ahead
Why then would people go to such lengths to

paint hands onto the walls-be it via stencils, cre-
ated by spraying pigment around an open hand,
or actual handprints applied to the rock face?
French prehistorian Jean Clottes believes it may
have been a form of shamanism. “It’s likely that
putting paint-what we could call sacred paint-on
the rock face introduces a link between the per-
son who does it and the rock face, and therefore
with the forces in the rock face,” he says. 

Collado also interprets some of the hands he
has seen as warnings. “In the La Garma Cave (in
northern Spain) there is a panel with hands that
is next to a big well that would be deadly,” he
says. “These were definitely done to say ‘stop’.”

Work on documenting painted hands in
two Italian caves has also begun. But the proj-
ect has come up against a major stumbling
block as Collado’s team has yet to get the
green light to access the French caves — 18
months after sending their first letter to the
culture ministry. “We’re on standby,” he con-
cludes impatiently. —AFP

A Spanish quest to hand 
down prehistoric secrets

CACERES, Spain: This handout photo released by HANDPAS project shows prehistoric hand paintings in the Snake gallery of the
Maltravieso cave, in Caceres. —AFP photos
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The grille covering the entrance to the Maltravieso Cave.


